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non-detailed cortical reactivation during retrieval (e.g., memory for visual or auditory

information reactivates the visual or auditory processing regions, respectively), there is

limited evidence that memory can reactivate cortical regions associated with processing

detailed, feature-specific information. Such evidence is critical to our understanding of the

mechanisms of episodic retrieval. The present functional magnetic resonance imaging

(fMRI) study assessed whether the lateral occipital complex (LOC), a region that preferen-

tially processes shape, is associated with retrieval of shape information. During encoding,

participants were presented with colored abstract shapes that were either intact or

scrambled. During retrieval, colored disks were presented and participants indicated

whether the corresponding shape was previously “intact” or “scrambled”. To assess whether

conscious retrieval of intact shapes reactivated LOC, we conducted a conjunction of shape

perception/encoding and accurate versus inaccurate retrieval of intact shapes, which

produced many activations in LOC. To determine whether activity in LOC was specific to

intact shapes, we conducted a conjunction of shape perception/encoding and intact versus

scrambled shapes, which also produced many activations in LOC. Furthermore, memory for

intact shapes in each hemifield produced contralateral activity in LOC (e.g., memory for left

visual field intact shapes activated right LOC), which reflects the specific reinstatement of

perception/encoding activity. The present results extend previous feature-specific memory

reactivation evidence and support the view that memory is a constructive process.

& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Memory is thought to be a constructive process in which

cortical regions associated with processing event features dur-

ing perception/encoding are reactivated during retrieval (for a

review, see Schacter et al., 1998). That is, the construction of a
memory, which is comprised of multiple features, can be

described as linking the features that are processed in different

cortical regions. For example, retrieval of visual information

(i.e., pictures) and auditory information (i.e., sounds) reactivates

visual and auditory processing regions (Wheeler et al., 2000; see

also, Nyberg et al., 2000; Stark et al., 2010; Vaidya et al., 2002),
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retrieval of actions reactivates motor processing regions
(Nilsson et al., 2000; Nyberg et al., 2001), and retrieval of odors
reactivates olfactory processing regions (Gottfried et al., 2004).
These findings provide support for the constructive memory
framework in which sensory activity associated with percep-
tion/encoding is reinstated during retrieval.

There is also evidence that sensory reactivation occurs
during more detailed, feature-specific memories. Specifically,
memory for color reactivates color processing region V8
(Simmons et al., 2007; Slotnick, 2009a), memory for motion
reactivates motion processing region MTþ (Karanian and
Slotnick, 2014; Slotnick and Thakral, 2011; Ueno et al., 2009),
and memory for spatial location reactivates contralateral
extrastriate cortex (i.e., shapes previously presented in the
right visual field reactivate left extrastriate regions, and vice
versa; Slotnick, 2009b). These feature-specific results provide
compelling evidence that details at perception/encoding are
reactivated during retrieval. However, to our knowledge, no
studies have investigated whether memory for shape reacti-
vates the lateral occipital complex (LOC), a region that prefer-
entially processes shape.

In the present study, we investigated whether memory for
shape reactivates LOC. LOC is comprised of multiple sub-regions
including a lateral occipital region adjacent to MT/V5, which is
referred to as LO, and a ventral region that lies within the
posterior fusiform gyrus, which is referred to as pFs (Grill-
Spector et al., 1998, 2000, 2001; Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000,
2001; Larsson and Heeger, 2006; Liu et al., 2004; Malach et al., 1995,
2002). In terms of function, LOC generally responds to shapes and
objects to a greater degree than textures, patterns, and random
Fig. 1 – Stimulus paradigm and responses. At encoding, intact o
fixation. At retrieval, colored disks were presented at fixation and
“intact” or “scrambled” within the “left” or “right” visual field.
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visual noise (Malach et al., 1995). LOC is also more responsive
during perception of intact images than scrambled images under
numerous stimulus manipulations (i.e., lines, shading, texture,
and depth cues; Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000), and neurons
within LOC decrease in firing rate as images become more
scrambled (Grill-Spector et al., 1998). It has also been suggested
that LOC processes higher-level shape information, as opposed to
lower-level feature information (Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2001),
and its activity is correlated with accurate object perception (Grill-
Spector et al., 2000). Reiterating the role of LOC in higher-level
representation of shape, this region is also active during mental
imagery of geometric properties (Newman et al., 2005; see also,
Deshpande et al., 2010).

During the encoding phase of the current study, partici-
pants viewed a series of intact shapes and scrambled shapes
that were each presented in a unique color (Fig. 1, left). During
the retrieval phase, colored disks were presented in the center
of the screen and participants were asked to classify the
corresponding shape as previously “intact” or “scrambled” in
the “left” or “right” visual field (Fig. 1, right). To localize LOC,
we contrasted perception/encoding of intact shapes and
scrambled shapes (i.e., encoding-intact shapes4encoding-
scrambled shapes). Activity associated with memory for intact
shapes was isolated by contrasting accurate retrieval of intact
shapes and inaccurate retrieval of intact shapes (i.e., intact-
hits4intact-misses) in addition to contrasting accurate retrie-
val of intact shapes and accurate retrieval of scrambled shapes
(i.e., intact-hits4scrambled-hits). Based on the constructive
memory framework, we hypothesized that memory for intact
shapes would activate LOC.
r scrambled shapes were presented to the left or right of
participants classified the corresponding item as previously

Example responses and event types are shown to right.
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2. Results

2.1. Shape encoding

The contrast of perception/encoding of intact shapes and
perception/encoding of scrambled shapes (encoding-intac-
t4encoding-scrambled) produced bilateral activity in LOC.
The LOC Talairach coordinates for left LO (x¼�46, y¼−68,
z¼�7), right LO (x¼40, y¼�67, z¼�6), left pFs (x¼�44,
y¼�52, z¼�15), and right pFs (x¼37, y¼−52, z¼�17) are
consistent with previous findings (Grill-Spector et al., 1998,
2000; Malach et al., 1995; Niemeier et al., 2005).
2.2. Intact shape retrieval

To test our hypothesis that retrieval of intact shapes reactivates
LOC, we conducted a conjunction of perception/encoding of intact
versus scrambled shapes (encoding-intact4encoding-scrambled)
and accurate versus inaccurate retrieval of intact shapes (intact-
hits4intact-misses; this contrast isolates conscious memory of
intact shapes). This conjunction produced many activations in
LOC, including LO and pFs (Fig. 2; Table 1, top).
Fig. 2 – Conscious memory for intact shapes activates LOC. LOC a
intact4encoding-scrambled), shown in yellow, and the conjunc
retrieval (intact-hits4intact-misses), shown in orange. (Key to t
gray, respectively; top, lateral views; bottom, inferior view.)
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To assess whether reactivation of LOC was preferentially
associated with memory for intact shapes, we conducted a
conjunction of perception/encoding of intact versus scrambled
shapes (encoding-intact4encoding-scrambled) and accurate
retrieval of intact versus scrambled shapes (intact-hits4
scrambled-hits). This conjunction also produced many activa-
tions in LOC (Fig. 3; Table 1, middle).

We also conducted the triple conjunction of perception/
encoding of intact versus scrambled shapes (encoding-intac-
t4encoding-scrambled), accurate versus inaccurate retrieval of
intact shapes (intact-hits4intact-misses), and accurate retrieval
of intact versus scrambled shapes (intact-hits4scrambled-hits).
This conjunction, which identified LOC activity that was asso-
ciated with conscious memory for intact shape and specific to
intact shapes, also produced activity in LOC (Table 1, bottom).
2.3. Retinotopy in LOC

Previous perception studies have reported that LOC is retino-
topic (Hemond et al., 2007; McKyton and Zohary, 2007;
Niemeier et al., 2005; Sayres and Grill-Spector, 2008), where
shapes in the left and right visual field preferentially activated
right and left LOC, respectively. To determine whether our
ctivity associated with shape perception/encoding (encoding-
tion of shape perception/encoding and accurate intact shape
he bottom right; gyri and sulci are shown in light and dark
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Table 1 – Memory for intact shapes reactivates LOC.

Region x y z Cluster size (mm3)

Encoding-intact4encoding-scrambled\ intact-hits4intact-misses
pFs 35 �41 �21 81
pFs 29 �45 �15 297
pFs 40 �50 �21 486
pFs �42 �53 �17 8,154
pFs �49 �65 �18 621
LO 50 �51 �9 54
LO �34 �62 �3 54
LO �55 �65 �4 243
LO 33 �68 9 54
LO �35 �70 �2 1,890
LO �43 �74 �6 324
LO 38 �77 6 675

Encoding-intact4encoding-scrambled\ intact-hits4scrambled-hits
pFs �41 �73 �15 1,458
pFs �38 �66 �10 1,134
pFs �36 �54 �12 243
LO 42 �50 �9 54
LO 36 �51 3 351
LO 47 �53 0 351
LO 50 �56 0 189
LO 36 �56 0 81
LO �43 �63 6 108
LO �37 �65 �2 3,969
LO 38 �73 9 19,359
LO �43 �77 �6 297
LO �39 �81 �2 5,238
LO �35 �87 12 756
LO �34 �88 3 513

Encoding-intact4encoding-scrambled\ intact-hits4intact-misses\ intact-hits4scrambled-hits
pFs �46 �53 �18 108
LO �34 �62 �3 54
LO �55 �65 �4 243
LO �35 �69 0 702
LO 33 �68 9 54
LO 38 �77 6 135

Talairach coordinates (x, y, z) refer to the center of each activation.
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memory reactivation effects were also retinotopic, we con-
ducted the previous triple conjunction for items in the left
visual field and the right visual field. For left visual field stimuli,
we conducted the conjunction of perception/encoding of intact
versus scrambled shapes (encoding-left-intact4encoding-left-
scrambled), accurate versus inaccurate retrieval of intact shapes
(intact-left-hit4intact-left-misses), and accurate retrieval of
intact versus scrambled shapes (intact-left-hits4scrambled-
left-hits). This conjunction for left visual field stimuli produced
a single activation in right LO (Talairach coordinates x¼44,
y¼�74, z¼12; Fig. 4A). The analogous conjunction for right
visual field stimuli produced a single activation in left LO
(x¼�37, y¼�65, z¼�3; Fig. 4B). These results indicate that
activity associated with memory for intact shapes, like percep-
tion, produces retinotopic activity in LOC.

2.4. Scrambled shape retrieval

As detailed below, previous studies have implicated LOC in
the perception of non-intact shapes under certain task
Please cite this article as: Karanian, J.M., Slotnick, S.D., Memor
Research (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.brainres.2015.01.024
conditions (e.g., Ferber et al., 2005; Grill-Spector et al., 1998;
Mendola et al., 1999; Stanley and Rubin, 2003). As such, it is
possible that memory for scrambled shapes could also
produce activity in LOC to some degree. To determine if that
was the case in the present study, we conducted a conjunc-
tion of perception/encoding of intact versus scrambled
shapes (encoding-intact4encoding-scrambled) and accurate
versus inaccurate retrieval of scrambled shapes (scrambled-
hits4scrambled-misses). This conjunction did reveal activity
in LOC (Fig. 5; Table 2).
3. Discussion

In the present study, we found that memory for shape
produced activity in the same regions associated with percep-
tion/encoding of shape information. These results extend
previous feature-specific memory reactivation findings, which
correspond to motion-, color-, and spatial location-specific
information (Karanian and Slotnick, 2014; Simmons et al.,
y for shape reactivates the lateral occipital complex. Brain
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Fig. 3 – Memory for intact shapes preferentially activates LOC. LOC activity associated with shape perception/encoding
(encoding-intact4encoding-scrambled), shown in yellow, and the conjunction of shape perception/encoding and intact shape
retrieval (intact-hits4scrambled-hits), shown in orange (key to the bottom right).
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2007; Slotnick, 2009a, 2009b; Slotnick and Thakral, 2011; Ueno
et al., 2009), and provide further support for the constructive
memory framework.

As mentioned previously, anatomically and functionally
distinct regions LO and pFs have been identified within LOC.
More anterior regions of LO appear to be preferentially
involved in complex shape processing/representation and
spatial analysis than posterior regions, which are more
sensitive to lower-level features like orientation (Larsson
and Heeger, 2006; Sayres and Grill-Spector, 2008; Silson
et al., 2013). In the present study, we found that our LOC
activations spanned both anterior and posterior regions of LO
and pFs. This suggests that both lower-level and higher-level
shape processing regions contribute to the construction of
memory for shape information.

Previous work has demonstrated that perceptual processing
of shape information produces retinotopic activity in LOC
(Hemond et al., 2007; McKyton and Zohary, 2007; Niemeier
et al., 2005; Sayres and Grill-Spector, 2008). The present results
indicate that memory for lateralized shape information acti-
vates contralateral LOC, which replicates previous spatial mem-
ory findings (Slotnick, 2009b) and can be assumed to reflect the
specific reinstatement of perception/encoding activity.

To localize a feature-specific sensory processing region, it is
standard to contrast perception/encoding of feature-specific
Please cite this article as: Karanian, J.M., Slotnick, S.D., Memor
Research (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.brainres.2015.01.024
items and perception/encoding of baseline items. Then, to
determine whether sensory reactivation occurred, retrieval con-
trasts are overlaid with the perception/encoding contrast and
overlap indicates reactivation. The constructive memory frame-
work predicts that retrieval of feature-specific information
should reactivate feature-specific perception/encoding regions,
whereas retrieval of baseline items should not activate feature-
specific perception/encoding regions. Previous feature-specific
memory results have been in line with this prediction (Simmons
et al., 2007; Slotnick, 2009a, 2009b; Slotnick and Thakral, 2011;
Ueno et al., 2009). For example, memory for colored items
reactivated color perception/encoding region V8, while memory
for gray items did not activate this region (Slotnick, 2009a), and
memory for moving items reactivated motion processing region
MTþ, while memory for stationary items did not activate this
region (Slotnick and Thakral, 2011). The present results support
this body of work in that memory for intact shapes preferen-
tially activated LOC.

Although LOC was primarily activated by intact shapes, this
region was also activated to some degree by scrambled shapes.
Previous work has shown that LOC responds to illusory contours
(Mendola et al., 1999; Stanley and Rubin, 2003). Another study
manipulated the degree to which images were scrambled and
found that LOC remained significantly more active for mildly
scrambled images as compared to highly scrambled images
y for shape reactivates the lateral occipital complex. Brain
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Fig. 4 – Memory for lateralized intact shapes activates contralateral LOC. (A) LOC activity from left visual field shape
perception/encoding (encoding-left-intact4encoding-left-scrambled), shown in yellow, and the conjunction of left visual field
shape perception/encoding, conscious intact shape retrieval (intact-left-hits4intact-left-misses), and accurate intact shape
retrieval (intact-left-hits4scrambled-left-hits), shown in orange (key at the bottom). (B) LOC activity from right visual field
shape perception/encoding (encoding-right-intact4encoding-right-scrambled), shown in yellow, and the conjunction of right
visual field shape perception/encoding, conscious intact shape retrieval (intact-right-hits4intact-right-misses), and accurate
intact shape retrieval (intact-right-hits4scrambled-right-hits), shown in orange (key at the bottom).
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(Grill-Spector et al., 1998), which suggests scrambled images can
require some degree of shape processing. Previous research has
also demonstrated that scrambled shapes can produce activity in
LOC under particular task conditions. In one study, scrambled
items were presented in motion, where all scrambled fragments
moved in the same direction and at the same speed to induce
figure/ground segregation (Ferber et al., 2005). As a result of the
motion-induced figure/ground segregation, LOC processed the
scrambled item and continued to process it even after the
motion stopped. It was concluded that this particular manipula-
tion induced a shape illusion that engaged LOC. These results
suggest that, under certain conditions, LOC is capable of proces-
sing more than well-defined closed-loop intact shapes and
objects. In the present paradigm, participants were tasked to
actively encode both intact shapes and scrambled shapes. Thus,
it is possible that participants encoded scrambled shapes as
cohesive units, as compared to other perceptual studies in which
participants only passively viewed stimuli. Such task differences
may explain, in part, why LOC activity was observed during
Please cite this article as: Karanian, J.M., Slotnick, S.D., Memor
Research (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.brainres.2015.01.024
successful retrieval of scrambled shapes in the present study.
Future research will be needed to determine the degree to which
the LOC response to scrambled items is mediated by task or
stimulus factors.

The present results show that memory for shape activates
shape processing region, LOC. These results complement
previous findings that memory for feature-specific informa-
tion reactivates the corresponding feature processing regions
and provide compelling support for the view that retrieval is
constructive in nature.
4. Experimental procedures

4.1. Participants

Fourteen Boston College undergraduate students participated
in the study (6 females, age range 19–22 years). Participants
were right-handed, native English speakers, had normal or
y for shape reactivates the lateral occipital complex. Brain
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Fig. 5 – Memory for scrambled shapes activates LOC. LOC activity associated with shape perception/encoding (encoding-
intact4encoding-scrambled), shown in yellow, and the conjunction of shape perception/encoding and scrambled shape
retrieval (scrambled-hits4scrambled-misses), shown in orange (key to the bottom right).

Table 2 – Memory for scrambled shapes activates LOC.

Region x y z Cluster size (mm3)

Encoding-intact4encoding-scrambled\scrambled-hits4scrambled-misses
pFs 26 �44 �15 54
pFs �40 �50 �15 27
pFs 41 �56 �18 108
pFs 41 �59 �15 54
pFs �40 �60 �15 54
pFs �49 �68 �12 162
LO 52 �50 �3 81
LO �56 �61 �2 7,479
LO 36 �83 0 54

Talairach coordinates (x, y, z) refer to the center of each activation.
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corrected-to-normal vision, and were compensated $10 for
the behavioral training session and $25/h (approximately
$100) for the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
session. Informed and written consent was obtained before
each session began. The Boston College Institutional Review
Board approved the protocol.
Please cite this article as: Karanian, J.M., Slotnick, S.D., Memor
Research (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.brainres.2015.01.024
4.2. Stimuli and paradigm

Participants completed a behavioral training session, which
included a one-fourth length memory run and one or two
full-length memory runs, and nine memory runs during fMRI.
During the encoding phase of each run, 16 uniquely colored
y for shape reactivates the lateral occipital complex. Brain
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intact or scrambled shapes spanning 4.61 of visual angle were
presented in the left or right visual field with the nearest edge
2.51 of visual angle from fixation (Fig. 1, left). Intact shapes
were designed to minimize verbal encoding strategies (for
details on shape construction, see Slotnick and Schacter,
2004). Each scrambled shape was created by superimposing
a 10�10 grid over the bounding box of an intact shape and
then reassigning each pixel to a random location within the
grid. Each shape was presented for 2.5 s with an inter-trial-
interval of 3.0 s. Each shape set was randomized and pre-
sented sequentially five times. Shapes and colors were never
repeated across runs. Shape sets (intact-left, intact-right,
scrambled-left, and scrambled-right) were counterbalanced
across participants using a Latin Square design. Participants
were instructed to always maintain fixation and to remember
each shape and its spatial location.

Immediately before the retrieval phase of each run, an
instruction screen was presented for 8 s that reminded partici-
pants to maintain fixation and displayed the previously learned
response mappings. During the retrieval phase of each run, 16
colored disks corresponding to the previously studied shapes
were presented in random order at fixation (Fig. 1, right). Each
disk spanned 1.81 of visual angle and was presented for 3.5 s
with an inter-trial-interval of 7–10 s. Participants pressed
response buttons with the fingers of their left hand to classify
the shape corresponding to the colored disk as previously
“intact” or “scrambled” in the “left” or “right” visual field.
Participants also made a subsequent “remember”-“know”

response to characterize their subjective experience, but these
responses were collapsed to maximize power. During both
encoding and retrieval, no more than three items of a given
type were presented sequentially.

4.3. Data acquisition and analysis

Data were acquired with a Siemens 3 T Trio Scanner (Erlangen,
Germany). An echo planar imaging sequence was used to acquire
functional images (TR¼2000ms, TE¼20ms, flip angle¼901,
field-of-view¼256mm�256mm, acquisition matrix¼64�64,
slices¼33, slice thickness¼4mm; 4mm isotropic resolution). A
magnetized prepared rapid gradient echo sequence was used to
acquire anatomic images (TR¼30ms, TE¼3.3ms, flip angle¼401,
field-of-view¼256mm�256mm, acquisition matrix¼256�256,
slices¼128, slice thickness¼1.33mm; 1.33�1�1mm resolu-
tion). Analysis was conducted using Brain Voyager QX (Brain
Innovation B.V., Maastrict, The Netherlands). Pre-processing
included slice-time correction, motion correction, and temporal
filtering by removal of linear trends and components at or below
2 cycles per run length (using a general linear model to remove
low frequency Fourier basis sets). To maximize spatial resolution,
spatial smoothing was not conducted. Anatomic and functional
images were transformed into Talairach space.

A random-effect general linear model was conducted. For
each participant, a canonical hemodynamic response func-
tion was convolved with the protocol of each event to
produce each hemodynamic response model (i.e., a square
wave defined by each event onset and the subsequent
behavioral response). It was assumed that encoding trials
had durations of 2.5 s and no-response trials at retrieval had
durations of 3.5 s. The following event types were entered
Please cite this article as: Karanian, J.M., Slotnick, S.D., Memor
Research (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.brainres.2015.01.024
into the general linear model for the primary analysis:
accurate subsequent memory for shape and spatial location,
accurate subsequent memory for shape and inaccurate spa-
tial memory for spatial location, inaccurate subsequent
memory for shape and spatial location, accurate memory
for shape and spatial location, accurate memory for shape
and inaccurate memory for spatial location, inaccurate mem-
ory for shape and spatial location, no response, and a
constant. As we were primarily interested in memory for
shape, unless otherwise specified, we collapsed over spatial
location to maximize power.

LOC was localized by contrasting perception/encoding of
intact shapes and perception/encoding of scrambled shapes
(i.e., encoding-intact4encoding-scrambled; Grill-Spector et al.,
1998, 2000, 2001; Hemond et al., 2007; Kourtzi and Kanwisher,
2000, 2001; Larsson and Heeger, 2006; Malach et al., 1995, 2002;
McKyton and Zohary, 2007; Niemeier et al., 2005; Sayres and
Grill-Spector, 2008). An individual voxel threshold of po0.005
was enforced for all contrasts, which corresponds to a joint
probability of po0.001 for all conjunctions (false discovery rate
corrected to po0.05). Activations were localized on the group
average anatomic volume and projected onto an inflated
cortical surface for display purposes (for segmentation and
reconstruction procedures, see Slotnick, 2005). Coordinates
refer to the center of each activation.
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